Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 14 March 2022
Compiled Mon. 14 March 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.

Keep Your Seats Belts Buckled, Buttercups!!!
Into The Storm
Events, Not Dates

Battle Hymn of the Republic | The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube
“Let Him” …Hinge Point
Hinge Point - Let Him (Official Music Video) - YouTube
https://youtu.be/bhyDmxBYwpI

Judy Note: On Sun. 13 March Zero Intel was to be found on the Global Currency Reset.










Apparently all Bond Holders had signed Non Disclosure Agreements and couldn‟t leak
what was going on in the Global Currency Reset of 209 nations, though on Thurs. 10
March the Arab Dinar was actively trading at a 4.15785 against the US Dollar.
The conflict between Russia and Ukraine was sending ripples through the global
economy – inflation leading to hyperinflation, which was set to lead to a new gold-based
global monetary system.
Civilization Near Death Scare Event: The Russians found in Ukraine – the Epicenter of
the Cabal‟s Satanic Operations – 30 Bio-Weapon labs of the New World Order, along
with a Depopulation Plan to wipe out 70% of our population this next Fall.
Documents and proof of 336 such Bio-Weapon labs across the world that Globalists
Obama and Biden had set up and funded with US Taxpayer dollars, were presented to the
UN last Fri. 11 March – which took no action.
Considering discovery and presumed destruction of the Globalist‟s Bio-Weapon labs
along with destroying their money-making DUMBS and Underground Tunnels across the
globe that held their International Gun, Drug running and Child Sex and Human
Trafficking rings, when added to their recent failure to establish medical tyranny through

Covid-19 and knowing the Cabal would go down fighting to their very last breath, the
question then arose: Was a large scale False Flag Cyber-Attack imminent?
A. Sun. 13 March Fleming on the Global Currency Reset:














This will be our last weekend of wait-for-it-RV-GCR. It‟s already begun. The US is
dead last, but we‟re the biggest. We are the most important Nation State with the largest
number of “exotic currency and digital currency – XRP- holders,” in the world. The
Great Shift has begun.
Putin said, “Friday evening (11 March) will be beautiful for the whole world.” Friday
11 March was the day that Russia announced to the World at the UN Security Council
Meeting, that the US Deep State MIC, had harmed much of this world and must be
stopped. It was the Day that Truth Was Shared. It is also the day that begins
NUREMBERG 2.0.
Here’s Judy Byington’s take on the state of this world. She has it 100% right. Judy
Note on Fri. 11 March:
Russia, China, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Kuwait and the US were the top gold holders
and would go to gold backed currency on Fri. 11 March.
Tiers 1, 2, 3 bond holders were to be made liquid with bonds paid out Thurs. night 10
March, or after markets closed on Fri. 11 March.
Bruce reported: An executive from the lead bank Wells Fargo said Tier 4B (us, the
Internet Group) notifications would come out Mon. 14 March, with appointments
starting on Ides of March Tues. 15 March.
Arab Accounting Dinar Exchange Rates: https://dinarrecaps.com/our-blog/militiamaninteresting-data-on-the-amf-3-13-2022
The Arab Accounting Dinar (AAD) is the official and reporting currency of the Arab
Monetary Fund. Its exchange rates are fixed by the Arab Monetary Fund (AMF)
equivalent to three units of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) as determined by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).
https://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_sdrv.aspx
The Arab Arithmetic Dinar is the base currency of the Arab Monetary
Fund. Equivalent to three of the special drawing rights unit (SDR) specified by the
International Monetary Fund. Relevant currency exchange rates against the Arab
Arithmetic Dinar as on March 10, 2022: American dollar 4.15785

B. Global Financial Crisis:



Bitcoin: Gold 2.0? Try Reserve Asset 3.0:
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/03/13/bitcoin-gold-20-try-reserve-asset-30/
The conflict between Russia and Ukraine is beginning to send ripples through the
global economy that could lead to a new monetary system.













"For several years, various financial experts have been warning the world about the
coming inflation, which is likely to lead to hyperinflation based on unlimited money
printing. The dynamite of the global commodity crisis and deficit, thrown into an already
catastrophic debt and monetary conflagration, will create a hell of nuclear proportions.
Unless a miracle stops this war very quickly (which is extremely unlikely), the world
will soon enter a hyperinflationary commodity explosion (think energy, metals and
food) combined with a cataclysmic deflationary implosion of assets (think debt, stocks
and property).
The world will experience completely unknown consequences without being able to
solve any of them for a very long time.
All of the above is likely to happen even without a global war. If the war goes beyond
Russia and Ukraine, then all bets will be made.
The good news is that since commodity inflation is guaranteed, it is obvious that
physical gold and a little silver will be a lifesaver against the coming destruction of the
asset bubble (stocks, bonds, real estate).
After 2008, the Fed dropped interest rates to zero and began printing money. This was
supposed to save our economy. But it didn‟t end. It went on to the present day, nearly 14
years. And in the process, what was designed to save us, destroyed us.
Five firms representing BRICS nations ink pact to mine gold:
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/five-firms-representing-brics-nations-inkpact-to-mine-gold/420404/lite/

C. Events:





Civilization Near Death Event Scare is Necessary: Ukraine is the Epicenter of the
Cabal‟s Satanic Operations. The Bio-Weapon labs found by the Russian Army in Ukraine
were placed there by Obama, while Biden set up his family to make monies off the viruses
they were producing – all a part of the New World Order Depopulation Plan expected to
wipe out 70% of our population this Fall.
A Large Scale False Flag Cyber-Attack Now Imminent?
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/large-scale-false-flag-cyber-attack-now-imminent
The White Hats U.S. Military is currently moving anti-ballistic missile (ABM)
through several states under cover of night: New York, Iowa, Colorado, California,
Florida, Virginia, Oregon, Utah, Texas, Arizona, Montana. The anti-ballistic missile
(ABM) is a surface-to-air missile designed to counter ballistic missiles (missile defense).
Ballistic missiles are used to deliver nuclear, chemical, biological, or conventional
warheads in a ballistic flight trajectory. The term "anti-ballistic missile" is a term
conveying a system designed to intercept and destroy any type of ballistic threat;
however, it is commonly used for systems specifically designed to counter
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)

















A U.S. defense official said missiles had been launched at Erbil, Iraq from Iran, AP
reported Saturday.
Under President Biden, Putin has his way. Iran fires missiles toward a U.S. consulate in
Iraq. North Korea tests missiles at a record rate. And America is a spectator. Can you
believe how far we‟ve fallen?
Brandon Smith: "It's not about Russia. It's not about Ukraine. The real war is
going on between free peoples and globalists. When they and their puppets are
eliminated, most of these disasters will cease. As long as they remain in power, crisis
events will only accelerate and become more frequent until they find something that will
work. Something that will make most people give up their freedoms in exchange for a
false promise of security.
The WEF globalists have failed in their attempts to establish medical tyranny, at least in
the US and parts of Europe. The program failed because science was against it in every
way. They had nothing. Since 99.7 percent of people were safe from Covid-19, it was
impossible to cause enough fear in the population to force them to give up their freedoms.
Alarm bells rang when the WEF switched gears and suddenly shifted focus to a story
about cyber attacks. Was that plan B? A large-scale cyberattack under a false flag may be
inevitable.
Today, military tensions in relations with Russia will escalate to the limit at any
moment, and I suspect that it is only a matter of time before China begins operations
against Taiwan as well. However, there is a much bigger threat on the horizon. At the
moment, I have little doubt that an attack under a false flag on the United States and/or
Europe is inevitable, and by "false flag" I mean that an attack can be staged by globalists,
it does not necessarily have to be the fault of a particular country.
Globalists are playing on both sides of the Ukrainian conflict. This is reality.
In my opinion, a massive Cyber Attack aimed at the functionality of the Internet
itself is more likely and should happen relatively soon. The number of economic and
business processes related to the Internet is huge. Even if the internet goes down for just
two weeks, it will affect our markets and supply chain."
https://t.me/WorldawakeningTrueNews
https://t.me/BLUEPRINT_Q/993, https://t.me/BLUEPRINT_Q/994,
https://t.me/BLUEPRINT_Q/1045, https://t.me/BLUEPRINT_Q/1056

D. International Child Sex Trafficking:


"Ukraine has entered the top three global suppliers of child porn," the Prosecutor
General said in June 2021. "Every week 5 thousand devices download such porn," she
added. The prosecutor also noted that sexual violence against children is increasing.
According to Venediktova, in most cases sexual violence is committed by people from
the environment of children, relatives - in 30% of cases."
https://t.me/WorldawakeningTrueNews









Save the children! Estimated 8 Million missing children per year worldwide. This was
reported in 2012. Imagine today 10 years later, it's way more. This world is sick, dark and
more evil than anyone can imagine. It needs a MAJOR cleanup.
Pervywood 9 Vol. 1 Part 1-4 Documentary - The New World Order:
https://rumble.com/vqc0om-pervywood-9-vol.-1-part-1-documentary-the-new-worldorder.html
Finger Lakes Child Trafficking X39: https://lifewave.com/freedom2021
The World That Eats its Children Part II:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4OofgBGcKUWI/
The Death of the First Born: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xMCeQ-IloLg

E. 2020 Election Fraud:


President Trump: “Our election was rigged and we can never let this happen again and
we will continue to go forward, but we also will never ever forget what happened and we
continue to look at this fraud, and things are happening on a daily basis like nobody
would believe. It was a fraudulent election and proof is beyond anybody‟s wildest
expectation.”

F. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:











Many European countries depend on Russian gas for more than 50% of total
consumption. The world market for grain, vegetable oil and fertilizers was extremely
tense even before the Russian attack. What is happening now is a commodity "black
swan" for both energy and agricultural resources.
Last November, the World Food Program warned of catastrophic food shortages for
several hundred million people. What is happening now will worsen the situation
exponentially. "Everything goes vertically. The entire production chain is under pressure
from all sides," said the former head of the UN Agricultural Markets Division.
Energy and agricultural products are interconnected. Gas is the raw material for the
production of fertilizers in Europe. Russia and Belarus account for 1/3 of the world's
exports of potash fertilizers.
Russia and Ukraine account for about 33% of the world's barley exports, 30% of
wheat, 20% of corn and 80% of sunflower oil.
The Goldman Sachs Commodity Index has grown 3 times since April 2020. The
exponential movement has just begun.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FOA) reports a 43%
increase in food prices since 2020. And that was before the real problems started."
Laid-Off Keystone XL Pipeline Workers Have a Message for Biden Over American
Oil Production: https://resistthemainstream.org/watch-laid-off-keystone-xl-pipeline-

workers-have-a-message-for-biden-over-american-oil-production-put-us-to-work-rightnow/?utm_source=telegram
G. Freedom Convoys and Protests:


Germany: The People of Augsburg March for Freedom. Truckers and Farmers, Fed Up
With COVID Rules, Take to the Streets of Cologne and Convoy for Freedom.

H. Covid/Vax Hoax:










John Durham: I‟m sure you know a thing or two about how things always get worse
before they get better. Do you think you are FREE? Think again! Nobody talks about it
anymore… and Trump gets accused by MSM that he is supporting “conspiracy
theories”…The Pharma Cartel is such a monopoly that not only they control the market,
but they even control what can or cannot be said to the public! They want us to pay
fortunes for drugs that are NEVER supposed to heal you. They all have side effects, And
they make most of the money when someone dies. They want you sick because they want
to control you. No one is talking about METICORE, and its power, the MSM is hiding it
because they know its power. TRUST THE PLAN AND TRUST TRUMP. Order
Meticore before it‟s gone: https://bit.ly/3HF2Ovc
Covid-19 is less deadly than the flu in the UK. According to the report, there are two
main reasons for this: a mild version of Omicron and an already very high level of
immunity. "According to government data, before the appearance of the
supertransmissive strain Omicron, the mortality rate from this virus was about 0.2
percent. Since then, the death rate has dropped seven-fold and now stands at just 0.03
percent. In other words, one out of 3,300 infected people dies. For comparison, the
mortality rate for seasonal influenza ranges from 0.01 to 0.05 percent, which suggests
that these two viruses currently pose an equally high threat." https://exxpress.at/britischestudie-covid-weniger-toedlich-als-grippe/
Vaccine Dangers: Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis after vaccination against
Covid-19 "Currently, there is uncertainty about the safety and efficacy of vaccines in all
populations of interest to us" https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii
Pfizer CEO Albert Burla admitted that the vaccine against Covid-19 was
experimental: "...mRNA was a technology in which we had less experience - only two
years of work on it... in fact, mRNA was a technology that had never delivered a single
product before this day, neither a vaccine nor any other medicine.”
https://t.me/WorldawakeningTrueNews
China is registering almost 3,400 daily cases of Covid-19, the highest rate in two years.
The northeastern Chinese city of Jilin is partially closed, hundreds of districts are
cordoned off. https://t.me/WorldawakeningTrueNews

I. The Real News for Sun. 13 March 2022:



















On the 26th February 2022 at CPAC Trump said, „Watch what happens after the
Olympics.‟ He didn‟t say which Olympics. Today 13 March 2022 the Beijing
Paralympics ends.
U.K. shoppers have been pre-warned that their Debit cards might be declined on Mon. 14
March.
On Chinese social media, it‟s being reported that the Queen has died and a factory in
China has received an order from the U.K. of the British flag with the Queens face on it
with 1926-2022 at the bottom of the flag. It‟s being reported that the Queen will NOT
attend the Commonwealth day service on Monday 14 March.
A Solar Storm was predicted to hit the planet in a "direct hit" this Mon. 14 March 2022.
On Sun. 13 March a State of Emergency was called in parts of Florida after tornadoes
and damaging winds.
Russian Stock exchange will not reopen on Mon. 14 March 2022.
In a massive operation costing close to $30 million, a huge container of radioactive
waste has been transported across Sydney under the cover of darkness. The convoy was
escorted from Port Kembla to Lucas Heights by helicopters and heavily armed police.
This was suspected to be not radioactive waste, but bio weapon material snuck out of the
Ukrainian Labs before Putin‟s invasion.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvHC1aHijqg
Russia Finds Cabal Weapons of Mass Destruction in Ukraine:
http://www.paulstramer.net/2022/03/weapons-of-mass-destruction-found-at.html
Crimea got its water back - Hurray!!!! For 8 years the Crimean population suffered
from drought after Ukraine blocked the North Crimean Canal. It had covered 85% of the
peninsula's water consumption. The consequences of the blockade for the environment
and many livelihoods were fatal.
Breaking news ‼! Klaus Schwab & Hunter Biden Connected To Ukraine Bio-Labs.
Fleming: Tucker Carlson, Fox News‟, Prime Time conservative political commentator,
surprised many on Wednesday and Thursday night when he raised shocking questions
about U.S. funded laboratories in Ukraine. He stood alone in the spotlight asking serious
questions of this Administration and the entities supporting the possible “plot to kill
people all over the world.” Here we are, a full 4 days after this story broke, and still no
obvious investigative reporting has been done by other MSM political commentators,
conservative or otherwise. No one has stepped forward supporting Tucker‟s allegations
and especially his indignation, echoed by every Patriot. Instead, a massive coverup
ensued: https://freepressers.com/articles/u-s-embassy-removes-links-on-15-ukrainebiolabs.
The New World Order Great Reset scam exposed, Nazi Natio’s role in Ukraine war.
Nazi Klaus Schwab founded by the SS CIA.
https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/15470






















Recently disclosed government documents indicate that the CIA, FBI and other U.S.
agencies ignored ex-Nazis' as war criminals. At least 1,000 ex-Nazis were hired by the
U.S. as spies during the Cold War and the CIA even helped them move to America. That
estimate is considered conservative by the historians who were tasked by the government
to declassify the war-crime records. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2810258/AT-1-000-ex-Nazis-hired-U-S-spies-Cold-War-CIA-helped-America.html
Mohammed Bin Salman is going to make his move and carry out Military Tribunals on
those who are double/ triple agents, Generals, Elites, Bankers, Royal family members,
Media Execs, etc. – all those who conspired to over thrown him – all actors and agents
who were working with the World Deep State, HRC, Davos, CIA, ect.
It’s No Game: These tribunals will happen worldwide on Crimes Against Humanity.
Many countries will put to death their Deep State moles, agents, insurgents.
In the mean time as the Cabal MSM still runs world Fake News outlets they will title
Trump, Putin, XI, Modi, Bin Salman as the enemy.
The Deep State knows Tribunals are coming for them. Q+++
Rumors on Chinese Social Media is that the Queen has died. How they kept the death
of the Queen hidden for nearly two years is astounding. Anons knew the truth long ago.
Many are missing in the Royal family (not reported).
Many Chinese Communist Party Elites are missing ( not reported).
Many are missing in the U.S.: Elites, Celebrities, Military Personnel, CIA, FBI agents
(not being reported).
Washington DC was a ghost town (US Inc. has no money, they are broke). In ten
square miles of central DC buildings closed down. Empty.
In the UK major castle estates were closed. Buckingham palace closed for the first time
in history and reopens as museum and self guided tours – allowing people through the
once forbidden Palace to roam.
China: Chinese Communist Party Elites fortress, dynasty homes and Estates were empty/
deserted (22 Provinces controlled by the PRC).
The Vatican has run out of money (the smallest country in the world since 1929 that
controls the Catholic system in 5 continents across the World and collected quintillions
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ of dollars through
controlled donations, banking system, extortion, blackmails, money laundering, Italian
mafia controlled empire that stretches into Las Vegas system) And now they are broke???
In the End, the Deep State in all countries would be arrested. XI is getting ready to
pull the switch on the Chinese Communist Party, Putin is getting rid of all Kazarian
Rothschild influence in his country, Trump Military is getting ready for 11.3, Germany,
UK and Canada are inside their own Continuity of Government plans and many heads of
nations are inside a silent MilitaryOperation. The Works were connected.
BQQQQQQQM Special The Belly of the Beast: https://t.me/TruthSocialTrumpMedia



The secret Satanic Elite Bloodlines: Aldobrandini, Astor, Alexandrine-Montechanin,
Barberini, Balls, Breakspeare, Borgia, Bourbon, Bundy, Burgundi, Bush, Cavendish,
Chigi, Collins, Collonna, Conti, De Medici, Di Sciarra, Disney, Doria-Sachs, Du Pont,
Este, Farnese, FitzJames, Freeman, Gardner, Genovese, Hanover , Habsburg / Hapsburg,
Hesse, Kahzarian, Kennedy, Krupp, Li, Massimo, McDonald, Merovingian, Morgan,
Onassis , Orsini, Pampili, Papal, Pallaviccini , Plantagenet, Ratzingers, Reynolds,
Rockefeller, Romanov, Rothschild, Russell, Ruspoli, Sassoon , SavoyGenovese, SaxeCoburg-Goete-Windsor, Schiff, Sforza, Sinclair, Somaglia, Taft, Torlonia, Van Duyn,
Warburg, Watson, Windsor-Saxe-Coburg-Goete, Zuniga-Valero.

J. Judge Anna von Reitz, 20220304 Fiduciary Regarding World Bank Transition:




I have been named Fiduciary for all assets belonging to The United States of America,
our unincorporated Federation of States, and more recently asked to function in the same
capacity with respect to the resources of over 200 nations.
There is no National Debt, nor is there any interest accrued against any National Debt.
The appearance of a National Debt and accruing interest has been manufactured via
phony bookkeeping.

K. Summary of the Russian Federation Complaint at the UN:











"We have called the meeting. We have discovered a clean-up operation of biological
warfare operations in Kiev. We have discovered that they were weaponizing the plague,
anthrax and other lethal pathologies controlled by the United States"
Russian Federation: We received the information from the biological laboratories in
Kiev that they were studying the H5N1 virus, which has a mortality rate of 50%. We
also found that they were studying the Plague, leptosporiosis, being able to go from bats
to humans. These studies were conducted in the heart of Eastern Europe, right next to the
Russian border. Russian Federation: We found out that they were taking blood samples
from Slavs that can be used to create pathologies that can specifically target certain ethnic
groups.
Kiev decided to use these pathological diseases on its Ukrainian citizens.
Kiev is working with the US to cover up their violations of the biological weapons
convention to prevent Russia from discovering this evidence.
320 containers of biopathogens were destroyed in connection with a military program.
The US does not provide good information about its role in these pathological
biological weapons research programs. The US State Department suggests that the US is
not involved. But there is evidence online to suggest otherwise with plans to use them on
local Ukrainian issues.The United States seems to have something to hide.
What we told you today is a very small portion of what we have as evidence. We will
publish the content in full in the very near future.



https://projectcamelotportal.com/2022/03/11/trump-putin-and-the-biolabs-in-ukraine-awhite-hat-op/

L. FBI documents linking Americans with the "neo-Nazi" Azov Battalion in Ukraine have
been found. https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/468












"One of the American conservative publications found additional information linking
the Azov battalion with neo-Nazis. In a criminal complaint in October 2018, the FBI
charged four men in Los Angeles with being neo-Nazis. These people were accused of
being, in fact, behind the riots in the United States.
(Note that the current FBI will never do the same for Antifa or BLM members, even
though they killed people and caused billions of dollars in damage in 2020.)
The document notes that members of RAM (the group with which the accused were
associated) met with representatives of the Azov battalion, calling them neo-Nazis.
On August 1, 2018, an Instagram user noted the Right Brand Clothing account in a post
containing a photo of RAM members during their trip to Germany, Ukraine and Italy at a
meeting with Elena Semenyaka, the leader of the international department of the National
Corps, a political party in Ukraine that was founded in 2016 from a regiment of
Ukrainian military called the Azov Battalion.
The Azov Battalion is a paramilitary unit of the National Guard of Ukraine, which is
known for its association with neo-Nazi ideology and the use of Nazi symbols, and which
is believed to have participated in the training and radicalization of white supremacy
organizations based in the United States.
Two RAM members were in Charlottesville. One participant quarreled with a woman,
it seems, from Antifa. We also know that at least one of those identified by the FBI was
in Ukraine and was filmed together with one of the members of a neo-Nazi group in
Ukraine, a woman named Elena Semenyaka.
What's the deal with Biden's Justice Department, which identifies Ukrainian neoNazis but ignores them on January 6? Why are they targeting Americans associated with
these groups, many of whom are fake, but ignoring the many Antifa and BLM criminals
who terrorized this country in 2020?"

M. Biden Crime:



While 79-year-old Biden's apparent declining health is largely ignored or understated
by the mainstream media, the former White House doctor is sounding the alarm.
Ronnie Jackson, who worked as a doctor in the White House under former
Presidents Bush, Obama and Trump before being elected representative of the 13th
District of Texas in Congress, calls on the mentally and physically incapacitated
incumbent president to resign now, and not expose the country to even more suffering.







"Biden doesn't know what's going on with Ukraine," Jackson tweeted Friday night.
"He doesn't know ANYTHING about what's going on! He is cognitively incapable of
leading. He must resign before our country suffers even more."
Last month, Jackson urged Biden to take a cognitive test in a crisis that could ignite a
world war. "The whole country has been watching his mental cognitive problems for
more than a year, and most people have no doubt that something is happening to him, that
his cognitive functions are not the same as before, and, in my opinion, keep in mind, now
he is not suitable to be our president," he said. Jackson Fox News.
"Every time he gets up and talks to Americans, not only Americans watch him speak,
but the whole world, and that's part of the problem," he continued. "He looks tired, weak,
confused, he's incoherent, and it sends a signal of weakness to the whole world, and
they've seized on it." https://t.me/worldawakeningdraft/469

N. Must Watch Videos:








Sun. 13 March Situation Update: https://rumble.com/vxavi9-situation-update31322.html
Juan O Savin Update: Trump 2022! Military Is The Only Way! - Must Video | Military |
Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
X22Report - Evidence Cannot Be Stopped! The People Will Know Soon! The Country
Belongs To The People! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
EBS Coming! Markers Established! Vaxed Will Riot! Suicides & Breakdowns! Medbeds
& Gold Standard! - McAllister TV | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Sun. 13 March Situation Update Video: Situation Update: Race Specific Deadly
Pathogens! Gene Decode Race Specific Viruses For Depopulation! Confirmed US
Trained Nazis In Ukraine! Vax Injuries Skyrocket! Food Shortages Coming! - We The
People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

O. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 Judy Note: YouTube has fixed
these links so they don‟t work. I suggest you goggle to connect to the link, or better yet use
DuckDuckGo.
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‟s
CIA, Queen Elizabeth‟s, Illuminati Banking families‟ and Vatican‟s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice
Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded
by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‟s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.”
P. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses to pedophile, torture and murder
crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in
law offices, local police, county sheriff‟s offices and all the way up to the Attorney General
Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally organized
Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There‟s certainly no help from US or other nation‟s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of
thousands of children on a regular basis.
Q. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the
organizations:
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
R. The Global Currency Reset and NESARA/GESARA were all about the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who were right now being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking those 90 days to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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